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Figure 1: We present a model-based reinforcement learning approach for adaptive UIs that can improve usability while avoiding unexpected changes that surprise the user or require relearning. An interface is adapted by simulating several possible sequences of adaptations and evaluating them using predictive models in HCI. This approach avoids greedy, disadvantageous adaptations, and may anticipate possible user responses even with limited observation data.

ABSTRACT

Adapting an interface requires taking into account both the positive and negative effects that changes may have on the user. A carelessly picked adaptation may impose high costs to the user – for example, due to surprise or relearning effort – or "trap" the process to a suboptimal design immaturely. However, effects on users are hard to predict as they depend on factors that are latent and evolve over the course of interaction. We propose a novel approach for adaptive user interfaces that yields a conservative adaptation policy: It finds beneficial changes when there are such and avoids changes when there are none. Our model-based reinforcement learning method plans sequences of adaptations and consults predictive HCI models to estimate their effects. We present empirical and simulation results from the case of adaptive menus, showing that the method outperforms both a non-adaptive and a frequency-based policy.
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- Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Adaptive user interfaces can autonomously change the content, layout, or style of an interface to improve their fit with the user’s capabilities and interests. This paper looks at a foundational technical problem of adaptive interfaces that lies at the intersection of human–computer interaction and machine learning research: How to select adaptations? An adaptive system must decide what to adapt, and when or when not to make changes. Different computational approaches to this problem have been studied, among others, rule-based systems, heuristics, bandits, Bayesian optimisation, and supervised learning (see section 2). Although positive empirical results have been obtained (e.g., [4, 13, 17, 46, 49, 51, 52, 54]), known approaches have been criticised for being unpredictable and unreliable; they pick detrimental adaptations unacceptably often [16, 22, 33, 36, 56].

Estimation of utility is required for selecting an adaptation. Utility – in this case – refers to the usefulness of an adaptation to the user, or how it is perceived to benefit interaction when possible costs are taken into account. Picking an adaptation can be considered a hypothesis on how useful it is for user. Unfortunately, utility is very hard to estimate accurately – hard both at design time as well as interactively from the kind of data these systems have access to, such as clicks or viewing duration. In machine learning terms, utility is latent. Moreover, in adaptive interaction, utility is also non-stationary. That is, the skills and interests of the user evolve over time. A change that would make sense in the beginning when the user is novice with the design may be devastating for an experienced user.

We believe that adaptive systems could provide greater benefits by planning sequences of adaptations that gracefully lead a user through gradual changes. However, non-stationarity makes planning challenging: considering only a short period of time (i.e. a short horizon) can result in suboptimal designs. An adaptation that is overfit to a novice could be impossible to recover from later on when the user is more experienced. On the other hand, planning a long sequence of adaptations increases the size of search space, growing exponentially with the length of the planning horizon.

Model-based reinforcement learning is here developed as a principled and effective approach to these issues. We define the adaptation problem as a stochastic sequential decision problem [7], where the adaptive system should plan a sequence of adaptations over a long horizon. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a class of machine learning methods appropriate for this type of problems. Typically, a policy is learnt via trial-and-error that maximises future cumulative utility. Our RL approach is model-based as it uses predictive HCI models to estimate utility. These models simulate consequences – benefits and costs – of possible adaptation sequences without actually executing them [28, 50]. However, their application is conditioned on their accuracy: They should accurately predict short-term costs such as due to relearning as well as longer-term improvements to performance. Generally, such models are available at least in the areas of pointing, menu interaction, and graphical layouts. In comparison with an alternative, the model-free approach, the model-based approach requires less training and better generalises across conditions [28, 50]. However, finding the best adaption – by assessing the value of each sequence of adaptations with predictive models – is computationally costly, especially when considering sequences of changes over a long horizon. To solve this computational problem in an online setting, we use a combination of Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) for planning, and deep learning to boost performance. To avoid extensive trial-and-error with users in the loop, our deep learning models are trained offline using HCI models.

Our general approach can be applied for various HCI applications, such as adaptive mobile homescreens, graphical layouts, and application menus. We demonstrate it specifically in the context of adaptive menus. The task is to adapt the interface by changing the arrangement and grouping of menu items (Figure 1), thus improving the menu’s usability. We exploit and extend multiple menu search models from literature to estimate the upper and lower bounds of the value of an adaptation as well as their change as the user learns. This helps us form an adaptation policy that accounts for different user strategies and avoids adaptations that incur high costs to users. Our technical evaluation shows that our solution can tackle realistic problem sizes, and find favourable adaptations, on a commodity computer. Finally, we present results from an empirical evaluation where the approach compared favourably against a non-adaptive baseline design and a frequency-based adaptation policy.

To sum up, this paper makes three key contributions:

1. A new formulation for adaptive interfaces that formalises them as a stochastic sequential decision-making problem;
2. Development of model-based reinforcement learning for planning adaptations in the case where users learn;
3. Application in adaptive menus with demonstrated benefits to usability.

2 PREVIOUS WORK: MACHINE LEARNING METHODS FOR ADAPTIVE INTERFACES

Our work contributes to methods for adaptive interfaces designed to operate autonomously, that is without explicit feedback or training samples from user. The core computational problem we review here is how to pick an adaptation; we do not cover issues like prior elicitation, explainability, nor the design space of intelligent interaction techniques.

2.1 Rules, heuristics, and logic

Early work on this topic studied rule systems, heuristics, and logic as the basis of deciding what to adapt (see, e.g., [44]). For example, in menu-based interaction, most systems still follow a heuristic approach, where adaptation is picked based on hand-written heuristics that exploit click frequency, visit duration, recency or other specific features that can be computed from observation data [21]. These approaches, in general, are feasible only when sensed input is highly predictive of the most appropriate adaptation. Another limitation is that writing a comprehensive and accurate rule system requires plenty of foresight. A rule system must be developed that, on the one hand, covers conceivable conditions the system can enter and, on the other, can graciously resolve conflicts when multiple rules apply.
2.2 Machine learning

The prevailing understanding is that learning is a key capability for adaptive systems [32]. Two learning capabilities are needed: (1) inference, the capability to update assumptions about the user based on observations; and (2) decision-making, the capability to choose appropriate adaptation in the light of assumptions about the user [41]. The two challenges can be relaxed, for example if user state is trivially known, or if the state is highly predictable of appropriate adaptation. In the latter case, the problem can be approached as a supervised learning problem, where a mapping is learned between user data and suitable adaptations. While this approach has been successful for input techniques, such as gesture recognition [57], it is an open question if this scales up to adaptive interfaces, which must not only learn user state but flexibly decide how to intervene in the user interface. A practical obstacle is how to obtain a dataset that describes the consequences of possible adaptations on possible users.

In the rest of the section, we focus on the general case, where both inference and decision-making are required and non-trivial.

2.3 Bandit systems and Bayesian optimisation

Bandit systems are one of the most successful probabilistic approaches to this problem, not only for recommendation systems but also for interface design and adaptation [38]. Each adaptation is modelled as an ‘arm’ associated with a distribution describing expected gains. Given prior data and new evidence on the measured success of an adaptation, bandits use Bayes theorem to update expectation. Importantly, a principled solution is offered to the exploration/exploitation problem. Methods like Thompson sampling can optimally balance between exploring actions, to learn about which actions work, and exploitation, to converge to good designs.

Bayesian optimisation generalises bandit systems to the case of multiple interrelated decision variables [47]. It is a global optimisation method that tries to find optimal adaptation by probing to a black box function; here, the user. It is a robust and sample-efficient and well-suited for noisy, expensive-to-evaluate functions. The method uses a surrogate model for approximating the model fit across the parameter space and quantify uncertainty. This is necessary for the acquisition rule to address the exploration-exploitation trade-off. This way, it is possible to learn adaptive responses via trial and error. Applications have been shown in human-in-the-loop design of interface features [15] and adaptation of low-dimensional design features [30]. However, while bandits and BO have been successful in simpler adaptation problems, like recommendations and calibration of interface parameters, their intrinsic limitation is that they are myopic; that is, they do not plan over a series of changes – a capability we need in adaptive interaction.

2.4 Reinforcement learning

Unlike bandits, reinforcement learning permits learning policies for sequences of actions where rewards are not immediately achievable. While applications have been shown for example in crowdsourcing [14], dialogue systems [58], and gaze-based interactions [20], a known limitation with the prevailing model-free RL approach is still the extensive amount of poor attempts (or trials) that are required to learn a good policy [50]. This makes it poorly suitable for situations with very large state-action spaces.

Model-based RL uses a predictive model to simulate possibilities without first trying them out, which is useful for adaptive interfaces, because it significantly improves the efficiency of finding good solutions [28]. A policy can be determined with much fewer trials, and if the model is good, at times directly. Outside of user interfaces, we find applications of model-based RL, for example in board games, robots, video games [29], as well as behaviour-change applications, such as in generating behavioural instructions for people with dementia [23]. A grand obstacle for applications in adaptive systems is the model: where to get a good one? A related problem is that of drift: prediction errors can have a compounding, cumulative effect on planning performance. In HCI, although previous work has explored the use of model-free RL (e.g., see [35]), model-based RL has not been explored in adaptive interfaces at large, as far as we know. Also, while predictive models have been used for one-shot design generation [42], design space exploration [53], and for selecting a single action in a myopic manner [27, 51], they have not been used for simulation-based planning in an adaptive system.

In this paper, we approach the fundamental problem of selecting user interface adaptations by applying model-based RL, and exploiting predictive HCI models, to simulate and plan adaptations.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We formulate the problem of adaptation as a stochastic sequential decision-making problem [7]. The adaptive system must decide what to adapt, if anything, given its observations. It should pick a sequence of adaptations in order to maximise their expected value to user over a longer window of interactions. For example, in our application example later on, we optimise for performance improvements in menu selection tasks achievable over multiple sessions of interactions. Further, in a stochastic problem, the world is neither fully known nor under the control of the system. In our case, while the system can change the interface, it cannot change the human, which has its own latent processes. For example, humans learn and change interests. This complicates the problem: Any greedily chosen adaptation may lead to irreversibly poor interactions later on. Thus, adaptations must be picked with a horizon of such developments in mind.

In the following, we formulate this problem as a Markov decision process (MDP). The benefit of an MDP formulation is that it offers a rigorous and actionable understanding of the problem. In particular, it (1) illuminates the decision problem, (2) links it to a body of theoretical results and practical approaches in AI and ML research, and (3) points toward appropriate algorithmic solutions.

The problem of adaptive interfaces is that of maximising expected cumulative discounted rewards \( r(s_t, a_t) \) from acting according to an optimal policy \( \pi^* \) (see e.g., [26]):

\[
\pi^* = \arg\max_{\pi} \mathbb{E}_\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r(s_t, a_t) \right] \tag{1}
\]

where,

- \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) is a state of interaction; This consists of both the interface design \((d)\) and the user \((u)\)
a ∈ A is an adaptation; i.e. a change that can be carried out on the interface.

p is a transition function; it provides the probability of transitioning from state s to state s_{t+1} after performing adaptation a; i.e., p(s_{t+1}|s, a).

r is a reward collected for making adaptation a in state s.

γ is a discount factor controlling for how much to favour immediate (small γ) vs. long-term (large γ) reward.

Consider the case of adapting the homescreen layout of smartphones, consisting of a grid of application icons. Here, a state s of the system consists of both the homescreen design d and latent state of the user u who is interacting with the device. More specifically, the design d can encapsulate factors such as the arrangement of icons, their grouping or relationship to other icons, and other relevant features. With regard to the user u, aspects such as expertise, interests, and abilities, can be considered.

Given an initial homescreen design, with which the user has interacted, an adaptation a would result in a new design by, for example, changing the layout or ordering of icons. Upon adaptation, the transition function p specifies how the internal state of the user (e.g. their expertise) changes along with the external design state. The reward r then signifies the benefit an adaptation provides to the user by improving future interactions, for example, by reducing the time required to select an icon. Finally, the discount factor γ indicates to the adaptive system how immediate benefits and long-term improvements contribute towards the reward. Given this setting, the goal of the system is to find a suitable policy a that results in a new state s_{t+1}. At this point, a state s is selected via Upper Confidence Trees (UCT), a widely used estimator in model-based planning [31]. A key feature is that it has a coefficient C to balance between exploration and exploitation when evaluating several possible UI adaptations:

\[ UCT = \frac{r_j}{n_j} + C \sqrt{\frac{\ln n_i}{n_j}} \]  

where r_j is the total reward for child state s_j, n_j is the number of times s_j has been visited, and n_i is the number of times parent state s_i has been visited. Exploration constant C in our application is set to 1/√2 following convention. If all adaptations from the selected state s_j have been previously explored, then selection is repeated until a leaf state is selected with unexplored adaptations.

1. Selection: When a user concludes an interaction session, the root state s_0 is given by the current design d_0 and user observations u_0. A state s_j ∈ S is selected via Upper Confidence Trees (UCT), a widely used estimator in model-based planning [31]. A key feature is that it has a coefficient C to balance between exploration and exploitation when evaluating several possible UI adaptations:

\[ UCT = \frac{r_j}{n_j} + C \sqrt{\frac{\ln n_i}{n_j}} \]  

2. Expansion: The selected node s_j is next expanded by picking an adaptation a ∈ A that results in a new state s_{j+1}. At this point, n_{j+1}, r_{j+1} = 0. In our application, we further assume that the expanded state is either visible or invisible to the user. Invisibility can be exploited to plan multiple adaptations in a single turn.

3. Roll-outs and simulations: During one roll-out, as the tree has no value estimates to inform the selection of consequential states, adaptations \{a_0, ..., a_K\} ∈ A are chosen at random, and rewards are estimated using predictive HCI models. All models simulate what would happen with that adaptation sequence and return an estimate of values over the whole window. This is repeated for a fixed number of steps, given by the horizon H, and cumulative rewards are computed for each predictive model:

\[ r_{j+1} = \sum_{k=j+2}^{H} r_k \]
4. Backpropagation: At the end of a simulation, the cumulative reward $r_{j+1}$ is backpropagated from the newly-expanded state $s_{j+1}$ to the initial state $s_0$, and values (rewards $r$ and visits $n$) are updated. The above steps (1–4) are repeated several times to obtain value estimates for each adapted state.

Selecting the next adaptation: Given these value estimates, the system can now choose the best adaptation (by setting $C = 0$ in Equation 2) to maximise expected utility for the user while avoiding costly changes. We support several ways for selecting adaptation that allows controlling for the trade-off between risk and gain. Our approach assumes that there are multiple predictive HCI models that bound the true behaviour, for example by offering best-case and (realistic) worst-case estimates. Alternatively, predictive models can be included to address multiple objectives, such as task completion time, cognitive load, and disruption [25]. Combining value estimations from all models, we can implement different objective functions, such as:

1. **Average**: The mean of rewards from each model gives total reward $r$, thus accounting for varying user strategies.
2. **Optimistic**: The system assumes optimal user strategy, and selects the model that maximises rewards.
3. **Conservative**: The system ensures that no user strategy is harmed by selecting the lowest-possible reward, and penalising negative rewards.

4.2 Value Estimation with Deep Neural Networks

To address large problem sizes in online settings, where repeating a sufficient number of MCTS simulations to attain robust estimates is infeasible, we develop a deep neural network architecture that can efficiently provide predictions in real-time. In place of rollouts, where simulations can be costly for longer horizons, a pre-trained value network is used to directly obtain value estimates for unexplored states.

As illustrated in Figure 3, we propose an $m$-headed $n$-tailed architecture that is trained end-to-end with backpropagation. Each of the $m$ input parameters is treated as an independent model branch (head) that is eventually concatenated and passed to $n$ independent model branches (tails). During offline training, model-based data is generated using MCTS roll-outs from randomly sampled initial states. Value estimates, along with state (design and user) information, are given as input samples to a deep neural network model. Elementary design and user features are parameterised with the neural network model. This is then used to predict value estimates for any given state in an online setting. Note that we decouple value estimations from objective functions (see above), leaving it up to the adaptive system to decide how to use information from multiple models. The main advantages of using neural networks for estimation are that they have high learning capacity, and can evaluate thousands of states in real-time without running expensive simulations.

4.3 Applications in Adaptive Interfaces

With certain conditions we outline here, the approach we outline is broadly useful across applications of adaptive interfaces. For example, it can be used to adapt the structure of webpages layouts,
To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we tackle a challenging and open question in the field of adaptive interfaces: adaptive menus. Menus have received extensive attention in HCI research because they are widely used, and adaptation has potential to improve usability [4, 55]. It is known that unexpected changes in menus can introduce a temporary performance drop, increase cognitive load, and potentially lead to the rejection of the adaptations on the chosen goals. For instance, Fitts’ law [39] can be used to adapt the location and the size of an element to minimise pointing time. Other practical limitations include the size of state-action space. In the following section, we demonstrate our approach with an application in adaptive menus, and present a novel HCI model to predict selection time in menus.

5 APPLICATION: ADAPTIVE MENUS

To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we tackle a challenging and open question in the field of adaptive interfaces: adaptive menus. Menus have received extensive attention in HCI research because they are widely used, and adaptation has potential to improve usability [4, 55]. It is known that unexpected changes in menus can introduce a temporary performance drop, increase cognitive load, and potentially lead to the rejection of the adaptation/techniques [4, 55]. No general solution has been proposed for autonomous adaptation that could not only move items to the top, but handle reorganisations more comprehensively. We provide a general solution here considering linear menus with up to 20 items, which covers a wide number of menus typically found in common operating systems, applications, and websites [3, 4, 6]. As menu adaptations, we only consider those modifying the position and grouping of items in the menus, leaving other presentation adaptations, such as highlighting and split menus, for future work. While we consider linear menus with textural labels, our solution can be extended to address the problem of adaptive home screens (introduced in section 3) by extending the menu search model to consider two-dimensional grids and graphical icons.

5.1 Problem Definition

Following the general formulation in section 3, we first define the adaptive menu problem. Figure 4 presents an exemplary illustration.

State (S): A state \( s \in S \) gives information about the menu design and the user.

We define a design \( d \in D \) as a pair \( < L, M > \) where \( L \) is a non-hierarchical linear menu [40] containing an ordered list of items. An item is either a word or a separator (used to create semantic groups). \( M \) is an association matrix defining the semantic relatedness between menu items. In our implementation, \( M \) is given by the designer as binary relationships by specifying lists of related items. For common words, it can be inferred using word embedding models [43].

The system observes user clicks on menu items to approximate a user’s expertise and interest. We use a simplified version of the learning component from ACT-R [1] to compute user expertise for each menu item \( i \) in a menu with \( n \) items:

\[
B(i_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} (T - T_{t,j})^{-\rho}
\]  

where \( B(i_t) \) is the level of activation of item \( i \) at location \( l \) in the memory, \( T \) is the current time, \( T_{t,j} \) is the time of the \( j^{th} \) selection of \( i_t \), and \( \rho \) is a decay parameter equal to 0.5. User interest (or prediction scheme [55]) is given by the frequency distribution of commands selected during the previous interaction session, containing \( N \) clicks. Additional statistical models of user interest and expertise [18, 19, 21, 51], can be plugged into our architecture.

Feasible Adaptations (A): The set of possible adaptations \( A \), through which a menu can be reorganised, includes (1) moving a menu item to a certain position, (2) swapping two items, (3) adding or removing a separator, (4) moving an entire group, (5) swapping two groups, and (6) not making any changes.

Transition function (p): We use MCTS, where the probability of making an adaptation from state \( s_0 \) to \( s_1 \) is given by UCT (Equation 2). During planning, we balance between exploiting high-reward adaptations and exploring others. When selecting an adaptation \( a \) to make on the current design \( d_0 \), resulting in a new design \( d_1 \), a greedy strategy is chosen:

\[
\arg\max_a \frac{r_j}{n_j}
\]
Reward ($r$): We extend predictive HCI models of menu use to obtain reward estimates. A key feature of these models is to take into account the implicit cost of adaptations. Given a pair of menu designs and estimates of user expertise and interest, these models predict selection time for items for varying user strategies. For each model, the reward $r$ then is the difference in average selection time, weighted by user interest. Rewards from multiple models can be combined using any of the objective functions given in section 4.1.

When an adapted state is assumed to be displayed (visible) to the user, we simulate an interaction session (new clicks) based on user interest, and update expertise accordingly. Conversely, the system can use invisible states to withhold presentation and combine multiple adaptations, such that the state is used only as a pathway to another state without being displayed. Here, no user updates are applied.

5.2 Models for Simulating Menu Search

Several predictive models explain how users search within linear menus [5, 10, 12, 24, 40]. We build on these models to define three search strategies, and use these to evaluate the utility of a menu design by simulating search tasks, illustrated in Figure 5:

- **Serial search**: The user searches serially, from top to bottom, until the desired item is found in the menu.
- **Foraging search**: Grouping of items is exploited such that the user only searches for the target within relevant groups.
- **Recall search**: The user relies on memory to search for the desired item at an expected location in the menu.

Our choice of the three models was made with the hypothesis that they would provide bounds for best-case and worst-case performance. In the beginning, best-case performance would be governed by foraging and serial search, but as experience accumulates, the (rational) user would shift to foraging based and recall-based strategies. But making the assumption that a user might – for reasons like lack of effort or interest – use a poor strategy allows us to define a conservative policy for adaptation that is unlikely to annoy them. We note that it is possible to plug in additional search strategies (e.g. Random search [40]) without modifying the general architecture of the algorithm.

### Table 1: Key notations used in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i_j$</td>
<td>Target item $i$ at location $l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{model}(i)$</td>
<td>Search time for an item $i$ with a given model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Constant for cautious inspection cost of an item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>Constant surprise penalty when an item is not found as expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{trail}$</td>
<td>Constant pointing time when the cursor trails eye gaze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M(i_k, i_j)$</td>
<td>Boolean relationship between items $i_k$ and $i_j$, from association matrix $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B(i_j)$</td>
<td>Activation level for $i$ at $l$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.1 **Serial search**. When searching for a menu item $i_e$ at an expected position $e$, serial search [5, 13, 40] consists of a top-to-bottom inspection of the menu, until the item is reached. Inspection (or reading) cost for any item $i_j$ is given by:

$$T_{\text{read}}(i_j) = \frac{\delta}{1 + B(i_j)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $B(i_j)$ is the activation of $i$ at $l$, and $\delta$ is the cautious inspection cost constant when there is no activation. The total serial search time for a target at expected location $e$ is thus given by:

$$T_{\text{serial}}(i_e) = \sum_{j=1}^{e} T_{\text{read}}(i_j) + T_{\text{trail}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where $T_{\text{trail}}$ is a constant pointing time assuming that the mouse cursor trails the eye-gaze (tracking strategy) during serial search [5, 10].

In an adapted menu, if the item's new location $a$ is **before** the expected location $e$ ($a \leq e$), the search time reduces following Equation 7. However, if $a$ is **after** $e$ ($e \geq a$), surprise penalty $T_c$ is imposed upon not finding the item as expected. Following this, the user cautiously inspects the remaining items at a slower rate $\delta$. The total search time is:

$$T_{\text{serial}}(i_a) = T_{\text{serial}}(i_e) + T_c + (a - e) \cdot \delta + T_{\text{pointing}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

To support serial search, it is advantageous for an adaptive system to move frequently-used items towards the top.

5.2.2 **Foraging search**. Here, semantic structure (grouping) is exploited to avoid wasting time inspecting groups that most likely do not contain the target item [4]. The anchor, or first element of a group, "signals" what is in the group. If the anchor is unrelated to the target, the user skips the group. If the anchor is related, the user performs a serial search within this group.

Consider a menu where $n_g$ is the number of groups, $n_g(i_e)$ is the location of the group that contains the target item $i_e$, and $e$ the expected target location within the group. $M(i_k, i_e) \in [0, 1]$ specifies if $i_k$ is associated to an anchor $i_e$. In a well-organised menu, where the anchor of one of the groups is related to the target item, foraging search time is:

$$T_{\text{forage}}(i_e) = \sum_{j=1}^{n_g(i_e)} \left( T_{\text{read}}(g_j) + \min(e(g_j), s(g_j)) \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{\text{min}(e(g_j), s(g_j))} T_{\text{read}}(i_k) \right) + T_{\text{trail}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $s(g_j)$ is the size of the group, and $e(g_j)$ is the location of the target item $t_e$ within group $g_j$ if it is located within the group, otherwise. Finally, $T_{\text{trail}}$ remains the constant pointing time when the mouse cursor trails the eye gaze. Thus, items within related groups are inspected serially until the target is successfully found.

In a poorly organised menu, where the target item is not located within the expected group(s), a user first attempts foraging search by inspecting all anchors, and all items within related anchors (given by Equation 9). Upon not finding the item, a surprise penalty $T_c$ is incurred, and the user reverts to serial search under caution from the top of the menu.

To support foraging search, it is desirable for an adaptive system to create groups of related items, or eliminate groups where items have no associations.
5.2.3 Recall search. Recall (direct) search [5] relies on user’s memory, given by activations \( \beta \), to directly glance at items without inspecting the entire menu. For a target item \( i \), if there are no activations \( \beta_l \) above a threshold \( \theta \) (we use 0.5), the user reverts to serial search (Equation 7). When \( \beta(i_l) \geq \theta \) for a target \( i_l \) at location \( l \), the user attempts recall search by inspecting the item at \( l \) (Equation 6).

If found at \( l \), the user then performs a pointing task. Here, the visual search and pointing task are performed sequentially as eye movement is faster than mouse movement [5]. We use Fitts’ law to estimate pointing time in menus:

\[
T_{\text{pointing}}(i_l) = a_p + b_p \cdot \log(1 + i_l)
\]

(10)

where \( a_p = 10.3 \) and \( b_p = 4.8 \) according to [5].

If not found at \( l \), after incurring surprise penalty \( T_c \), the user attempts local search, by randomly inspecting \( N_{\text{local}} \) items in the vicinity of location \( l \).

\[
T_{\text{local}}(i_l) = T_c + \delta \cdot N_{\text{local}} + T_{\text{trail}}
\]

(11)

In non-ordered menus, \( N_{\text{local}} \) is equal to 2 times the number of items in the Fovea. In semantic menus, \( N_{\text{local}} \) is the number of items in the group.

In an adaptive menu, the target item \( i \) might have been encountered at several locations. Here, the user attempts recall search at all locations \( l \in L \) where \( \beta(i_l) \geq \theta \), until the target is found. The total recall search time for target \( i_a \) at adapted location \( a \) is given by:

\[
T_{\text{recall}}(i_a) = T_{\text{pointing}}(i_a) + \sum_{l \in L, \beta(i_l) \geq \theta} T_{\text{read}}(i_l) + T_{\text{local}}(i_l)
\]

(12)

If recall search fails (\( a \notin L \) or \( \beta(i, a) < \theta \)), the user eventually reverts to serial search under caution (Equation 8).

To support recall, it is advantageous for an adaptive system to place frequently-encountered items at locations where they have been seen before.

5.3 Neural Network for Rewards Estimation

The above search models enable us to predict selection times for varying user strategies. By simulating consequences of adaptations during roll-outs, we can estimate implications of design changes on user performance. However, given the varying length of menu sizes, running simulations with long horizons can be infeasible for online settings. For example, for a menu with 15 items, and up to 8 separators, there are over 500 feasible adaptations. To address large problem sizes, we instantiate our general network architecture (Figure 3) for adaptive menus. The key idea is to anticipate the rewards for a given menu adaptation taking into account the previous menu design and the user behaviour. The model inputs are: (1) design head: adapted menu design, association matrices of the current and adapted menu; (2) user head: previous and current clicks distribution. The model outputs reward predictions for each of the three search models: serial, foraging, and recall. Figure 6 illustrates the model architecture.

Each input is treated as an independent model branch (head) that is eventually concatenated and passed to three independent model branches (tails), one for each output reward. Each item in the adapted menu is converted to a one-hot encoded vector, flattened, and then passed to a fully connected layer. The association matrices are dffed and passed to a long short-term memory (LSTM) layer, then passed to a fully connected layer. Finally, the click history is passed to an LSTM layer, which models sequential data and is
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We validate our method, applied to adaptive menus, through technical and empirical evaluations.

6.1 Technical Evaluation

We conducted a technical evaluation with realistic and challenging scenarios, where the adaptive system must adapt menus for simulated users. The two main questions we seek to answer are:

1. Can a model-based planning approach successfully and consistently improve predicted usability?

2. Does our neural network based solution scale it up to address larger problem sizes?

6.1.1 Tasks.

Menu Designs and User Interest: We considered 3 menu sizes — 5, 10, and 15 items — to address varying cases, from short contextual menus to longer application menus. In addition, up to 8 separators were allowed for grouping, resulting in menus with up to 23 items. We picked common labels for menu items, where categories specified pairwise associations (e.g. animals, furniture, vegetables, clothing). For each menu size, we created 4 starting menu designs, such that trials were conducted sequentially, to avoid variations in computational resource usage.

During each trial, a combination of menu size × user history × menu design × objective function × reward source was selected, and given as input to the system. In a constrained setting, the MCTS algorithm was allowed 400 iterations, and a shallow roll-out horizon of 4 steps, to build the search tree and find suitable adaptations.

6.1.3 Result: Success Rate. With the above setup, we first evaluated whether our approach, and implementation, could successfully identify promising adaptations. As dependent variable, we measured success rate of finding beneficial adaptations. We define a successful trial as one where the predicted selection time is improved by adaptation. Figure 7 shows an example result for a challenging case with a 15-item menu.

The overall success rate with model-based simulation was 92.7%, indicating that in most cases an improvement was found. Similarly, with the value network, success rate was 89.6%. These results support our approach towards planning menu adaptations that can improve user performance.

6.1.4 Result: Scalability. To assess the scalability of our solution, we compared computation time for model-based simulations vs. value network predictions. In addition to the horizon of 4 steps used to evaluate success rate, we evaluated 3 other search depths —

\[
\text{MSE}_{\text{serial}} = 0.149, \quad \text{MSE}_{\text{forage}} = 0.408, \quad \text{MSE}_{\text{recall}} = 0.431.
\]
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Adapt x 3

Figure 7: A sample result from the simulation study, for a 15-item menu design. In 3 steps, the menu was adapted to better suit the given user’s interests (‘Gloves’ group moved to the top), and improved some grouping (‘Carrot’ with ‘Potato’) as well.

Gloves: 0.6
Carrot: 0.16
Panda: 0.1
Table: 0.06
Beans: 0.06
Bikini: 0.02
(Others: 0)

User Interest
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Predicted Average
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13.6s 7.2s

Current Adapted
Adapt x 3

Table Chair
Panda
Onion
Skirt
Potato
Bikini
Carrot
Sofa
Rabbit
Beans
Tiger
Tomato
Gloves
Shoes
Figure 8: Computation time for planning adaptations via model-based simulations vs. value network for varying search depths. Our value network exhibited consistent performance for longer horizons.

6, 8, and 10 – depicting a range of planning horizons, from short sequences to longer sequences.

Figure 8 illustrates computation time results for each depth level (for 400 MCTS iterations). We observe that for depths ≤ 4, the value network does not provide much benefit. However, as search depth increases, while the computation time with our value network remains constant (mean M = 7.77s, SD = 1.0), it drastically increases with simulations (from M = 7.9s, SD = 3.5s at depth 4 to M = 39.0s, SD = 7.4 at depth 10).

6.2 Empirical Evaluation

The primary goal of this evaluation is to test whether our planning approach (henceforth MCTS) applied to linear menus improves performance in comparison with static menus (STATIC), and with the well-known frequency-based adaptive approach (FREQUENCY) as a baseline (e.g. as in [34]). In MCTS, the menu adapts after each block by planning adaptations; in STATIC, the menu does not adapt over time; in FREQUENCY, the menu adapts based on the frequency of clicks on menu items. To this end, we conducted a lab study where participants completed selection tasks in a within-subject design with three conditions (STATIC, FREQUENCY, MCTS).

6.2.1 Materials. For the experiment, linear menus with 15 item labels were randomly generated. Items labels were selected from common categories (e.g. animals, fruits, countries, etc.) to avoid prior biases. For each participant, two menus were generated for each of the three conditions, resulting in six unique menus. To avoid confusion, there were no overlaps in item labels or categories between the menus for a participant.

For each menu within a condition, a Zipfian distribution, known to accurately capture real-world command selections [13, 37], with shape \( s = 1.5 \) was used to control the frequency distribution of target items. The same frequency distribution was used for all three conditions within a participant. Unique frequency distributions were generated for every participant, to consider variance in user interests. These frequency distributions were then used to generate sequences of target items, to be presented as stimulus during the trials.

6.2.2 Participants. 18 participants (10 masculine, 8 feminine, 0 others), aged 18 to 38 (mean 27.2), with varying educational backgrounds, were opportunistically recruited. All participants reported frequent desktop or mobile, and web usage. Participation was compensated with a movie ticket voucher (approx. €12.00).

6.2.3 Apparatus. The experiment was conducted on a Macbook Pro, with a 15" Retina display. An Apple Magic Mouse with default tracking speed was used for selection tasks. The study interface was implemented using HTML and Javascript, and was displayed in a browser window. Timestamped cursor movements and clicks on menu items were recorded.

6.2.4 Stimulus and Task. The target item name was displayed at the top of the browser window. Participants began a trial by clicking on a confirm button, upon which the menu was displayed directly below. Errors were logged, and participants had to select the target item to finish the trial. Upon clicking the target item, the menu was hidden, and a short break was provided.

6.2.5 Procedure and design. The experiment began with an introductory briefing and participant consent. In a within-subject experimental design, each participant tested the three conditions (STATIC, FREQUENCY, MCTS) sequentially. Condition order was counterbalanced between participants using a 3x3 Latin square.

During each condition, the participant interacted with two different menus during 3 blocks. Within a block, the two menus appeared in an alternating order, separated by short breaks (3 seconds). For each menu, 20 selection tasks (trials) were completed. We introduced this design to reflect the fact that (1) users perform several sessions of work in the real life (one session = 1 block), (2) users regularly switch between applications within a session, and thus use different menus [45]; we wanted to avoid undesirable effects due to repetitive selection within a single menu, and (3) each menu has a different selection frequency, given by two Zipfian distributions.

Participants took mandatory breaks (1 minute) between two consecutive blocks, and longer breaks (5 minutes) between conditions where they answered open-ended interview questions. In summary, the design is: 18 participants × 3 conditions × 3 blocks × 2 menus × 20 selections = 6480 trials.

6.2.6 Quantitative Results.

Average Selection Time: We created a mixed-effect model for repeated measures analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) with selection time (in ms) as dependent variable, conditions (STATIC, FREQUENCY, MCTS) as fixed independent variable, and participant ID and menu design as random variables.

Condition had a statistically significant effect on selection time \( F(2, 17) = 5.47, p < 0.05 \), with grand means STATIC = 2283 ms, FREQUENCY = 2298 ms, and MCTS = 2162 ms (Figure 9a). Post-hoc test using Tukey HSD revealed that MCTS (2162 ms) was significantly faster (lower selection time) than both FREQUENCY (2298 ms) and STATIC (2283 ms); the difference between STATIC and FREQUENCY was not statistically significant.
6.2.7 Qualitative Results. During the study, participants were not informed about adaptations (if any) in advance. After each block, we asked whether they noticed changes to menus during use, and their opinions about these changes (if any). 15 participants commented that they noticed changes in the FREQUENCY condition, but only 2 participants noticed how these changes were occurring. Participants commented that the reordering was confusing, and prevented them from remembering item locations: “I might skip down instead of checking the top, and then go back to the top.” (P3). In the STATIC condition, participants could use their memory to directly access some items, but commented on the lack of proper grouping: “The items were not consistent in their grouping, and they were not intuitively grouped” (P11). In the MCTS condition, participants noticed that the categorization of items into groups improved upon adaptation, and helped them in searching for related items: “The items were organised under categories often – that helped select items” (P18).

Figure 9: (a) The MCTS condition was associated with significantly lower selection time as compared to the two baselines. Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (b) For items positioned lower in the menu, selection time in FREQUENCY increased more drastically than other conditions.

Target Item Position: Given the menu selection scenario, items near the top of the menu are typically faster to select than items that are near the bottom. However, this selection time depends not only on the cursor movement distance, but also the user’s ability to search for items in the menu. To get a better understanding of how different conditions influenced performance, we further looked at how target item positions in the menu influence selection time. Figure 9b illustrates the linear increase in selection time with target position for the three conditions. It can be observed that while selection time for the top-most items (lower target positions) is quite similar for the three conditions, with MCTS being the fastest, it increases more drastically for the FREQUENCY condition, as compared to STATIC and MCTS. When we exclude the top-three target items, the difference in selection time between MCTS (mean = 2454 ms) and FREQUENCY (mean = 2799 ms) is 344 ms (i.e. FREQUENCY is about 15% slower).

6.3 Summary
Results from our simulation-based evaluation offer evidence for our approach and technical solutions. First, MCTS-based planning consistently proposes adaptations that could improve predicted performance (Figure 9a). Second, as search depth increases, our results indicate that value network is more efficient for estimating reward predictions. Further, results from our user study highlight benefits over a static and an adaptive baseline. Through model-based planning, we can adapt menus that improve overall performance, as given by reduced selection time. A common pitfall of the frequency-based approach is that, although it can improve performance for commonly-used items or commands, it prevents recall and makes selection of other items increasingly difficult. In contrast, we observed (Figure 9b) that adaptations made through our approach could provide these benefits while avoiding costly changes that require relearning and cause annoyance.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a model-based reinforcement learning method suitable for adaptive interactions. While recent successes of reinforcement learning have created renewed enthusiasm toward this

Figure 10: Sequential adaptation of a 5-item menu. The system avoids greedily moving ‘Coffee’ (lowest frequency) at the first step. In light of new observations, this change is justified by the reduced user interest.
We see several exciting topics for future research on model-based RL. Limitations and Future Work

We study and demonstrate the viability of the approach, we have applied it to the challenging case of adaptive menus by extending predictive models. Our simulated and empirical evaluations suggest significant and practically valuable improvements to usability. Importantly, the adaptive system does not require explicit user input, but is still able to perform conservatively without disadvantageous or annoying changes (Figure 10). Our empirical evaluation reveals that this approach can work even when starting from poor designs that would be hard to recover with approaches that do not consider planning. Future adaptive applications can benefit from our general approach by exploiting and extending predictive models of interaction.

8 OPEN SCIENCE

We support and adopt further research efforts by providing an open code repository, with examples and instructions, on our project page: https://userinterfaces.aalto.fi/adaptive.
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